
INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR SET #3.5213
Read this instruction sheet thoroughly before initiating any work!

17479
JLS ECN15075 7/14/15

It is recommended that if you are unfamiliar with this type of work that you refer to a 
qualified service center specializing in this type of work.  It is also recommended that if 
you choose to do this work yourself that a factory service manual be obtained for the 
proper procedures pertaining to removal, replacement and proper torque specifications 
for your vehicle.  This instruction set is intended as a guideline for the safe installation of 
Energy Suspension’s Polyurethane.
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This arm has a deep pocket 
necessitating the use of the 
smaller 01 washer

Remove both endlink assemblies from each side of the sway bar.  With the bar “free-
floating”, remove one sway bar bushing and bracket at a time and replace with the 
Energy Suspension supplied bracket and bushing. Don’t forget to use the supplied 
washers when installing the OEM bolts back in thru the Energy brackets.
The endlinks are the basic layout except they use a SMALLER washer on the bottom 
position which fits inside a pocket on the lower control arm.  The pocket is small and 
the #15.03.29.39 washer scrapes the sides, so we have to use the #15.03.01.39 
washer in this lower position.

PARTS LIST:
2 - 5356  Sway Bar Bushing (Ø1.390” I.D.)
4 - 15.03.69.39 (0.812”x0.406”x0.100”) washer 
2 - 15.08.16.39 Sway Bar Bracket
2 - 15.03.01.39 (1.250”x0.385”x0.110”) washer
6 - 15.03.29.39 (1.500”x0.375”x0.090”) washer
2 - 15.05.07.39 (3/8”-16 x 9” long) bolt
2 - 15.07.01.40 (3/8”-16 nylock nut)
2 - 15.10.375.39 (0.562”x0.375”x4.250”) sleeve
8 - 8078 Endlink bushing
1 - 17479 Instruction Sheet
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